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Trade War, PPE, and Race
Ernesto Hernández-López*

ABSTRACT

Tariffs on Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), such as face masks and gloves, weaken the American response to COVID. The United States has exacerbated PPE shortages with Section 301 tariffs on these goods, part of a trade war with China. This has a disparate impact felt by minority communities because of a series of health inequity harms. COVID’s racial disparity appears in virus exposure, virus susceptibility, and COVID treatments. This Article makes legal, policy, and race-and-health arguments. Congress has delegated to the United States Trade Representative expansive authority to increase tariffs. This has made PPE supplies casualties of the trade war. In political terms, the Trump administration prioritized increasing tariffs over public health readiness. Regarding race, PPE shortages exemplify the socioeconomic effects of trade policies and add to COVID’s racial disparities.
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INTRODUCTION

“[T]rade wars are good, and easy to win”
—President Donald Trump, March 2, 2018
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The federal government is “not a shipping clerk”
—President Donald Trump commenting on face masks, PPE, and ventilators, March 19, 2020

In 2020, Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) became a daily concern for millions of Americans, opening a window into the complex issues of global trade and virus protection. Worn to prevent the spread of COVID-19 (COVID) by the coronavirus, PPE includes face masks, gloves, and more. In January, the first COVID cases in the United States appeared. In March, the World Health Organization declared the virus outbreak a global pandemic, while the United States declared it a national emergency. These declarations ignited panicked searches for PPE, followed by realizations that American inventories were far from sufficient. These shortages reflect a global trade issue since most PPE is imported from overseas producers. This Article examines these developments in public health and these critically needed supplies. It also illustrates how American trade policies exacerbated PPE shortages and identifies the racial disparities experienced by those who need PPE.

Because of a two-year trade war with China, PPE purchases were more expensive, if not impossible during the first few months of 2020. Starting in 2018, President Donald Trump imposed new tariffs for imports from China, including tariffs on PPE. Tariffs are taxes paid by importers when products enter the United States. As part of the trade war,

---

8 This essay also uses the terms levies, taxes, and duties to also refer to tariffs. For description of how tariffs are administered and who pays them, see Who Pays Trump’s Tariffs, China or U.S. Customer and Companies, REUTERS (May 21, 2019, 10:45 AM), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-trade-china-tariffs-explainer/who-pays-trumps-tariffs-china-or-u-s-customers-and-companies-idUSKCN1SR1UI. For
the United States deployed additional tariffs, levies of either 7.5% or 25% on goods from China, an important source of PPE imports. With these new tariffs, importers could pay up to 25% more just to have their PPE purchases enter the country. These tariffs are in addition to usual custom duties. The added expenses are passed on to distributors, retailers, and consumers. The administration did not approve requests in 2018 and 2019 to eliminate these tariffs for PPE. When the pandemic hit in 2020, PPE shortages added to the stress already caused by quarantines, social distancing, and general panic. PPE is used by a variety of actors, including for personal use and for large medical centers. PPE buyers faced many challenges. To limit exposure to the virus, Americans re-organized their home, work, and family lives. Because of this, they desperately looked for PPE. These scarcities weakened a national COVID response. These experiences show how a trade war impacts domestic consumers. Said simply, a trade war made PPE scarce and more expensive, just as the pandemic converted PPE into a life-or-death necessity for millions of Americans.

This outbreak and the need for PPE critically impacts minority communities. African Americans and Latinos are three times more likely to be infected and are nearly twice as likely to die from COVID. The virus spreads more dangerously in these communities, with greater rates of contractions, hospitalizations, and deaths. Because of this, health officials worry about the coronavirus in these populations and other minority groups. Furthermore, these communities make up the major part of the essential work force, such as grocery store, public transit, and home health workers, who have to work during

the basics of United States tariff policy, its history, and Congressional and Presidential roles, see CHRISTOPHER A. CASEY, CONG. RSCH. SERV., IFI1030, U.S. TARIFF POLICY: OVERVIEW (2018). The 25% duty was imposed on July 6, 2018. See Notice of Action and Request for Public Comment Concerning Proposed Determination of Action Pursuant to Section 301, 83 Fed. Reg. 28,710 (June 20, 2018). For key dates announcing tariffs, relevant notice and comment proceedings, and tariff deployment, see Bown & Kolb, supra note 7; BROCK R. WILLIAMS & KEIGH E. HAMMOND, CONG. RSCH. SERV., IN10943, ESCALATING U.S. TARIFFS: TIMELINE 4 (2020).


See Bown, supra note 10.


See id.; Bown, supra note 10.


This Article uses the terms Latino and African American since most of the cited studies refer to these terms. It uses different terms when directly quoting specific sources.
lockdowns. These essential workers have a critical need for PPE, typically face masks and gloves. For many essential jobs, the work force is overwhelmingly female and non-white. Editorials in the medical journal Lancet described the need for PPE. They emphasized this need for health care workers who are a “country’s most valuable resource” and explained that essential workers (largely African American or Latino) “face the greatest risk to their lives.” Even though COVID is called the great equalizer, the reality is that it spreads blindly into living, work, and health settings that are far from equal.

This Article explains how trade policies, specifically tariffs on PPE imports, aggravate American experiences with COVID. The results are a disparate impact on minority communities because of a complex mix of virus and health inequality harms. This Article makes three arguments from legal, policy, and race-and-health perspectives. First, the Trump administration was able to continue the trade war because the executive branch has ample authority to implement additional tariffs. PPE and many more products are subject to tariffs enacted pursuant to Section 301 of the International Trade Act of 1974. The executive branch has wide discretion to impose these levies when it determines that foreign practices are “unreasonable or discriminatory,” and “burden or restrict” American commerce. Accordingly, it applied Section 301 tariffs after determining that China appropriates intellectual property (IP) from American businesses and engages in cyber theft. This Article refers to this American trade measure as the “China Case.” The majority of the Article’s legal arguments focus on Section 301, its procedures, and the administration’s power to impose tariffs in Section 301 cases.

Second, the Trump administration prioritized tariffs over ensuring that Americans could respond to the COVID pandemic. As a key part of the trade war, these tariffs try to...
force changes in China’s IP and cyber theft practices. When PPE was subjected to additional duties the administration prioritized tariffs to compel changes in China over public health readiness. A viral epidemic like COVID was a predictable threat, worrying presidencies for decades. As a matter of policy in 2018 and 2019, the Trump administration chose not to remove many PPE items from Section 301 tariffs. Eventually, this exacerbated PPE shortages with price spikes and uncertainty in 2020, creating a PPE crisis. This policy persisted. In June 2020, months after the initial outbreak, United States Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer told Congress that the administration preferred tariffs for PPE even though PPE is needed to fight the pandemic. Section 301 protects these political choices made by the executive branch.

Third, PPE shortages show that tariffs can exacerbate the existing health inequities that harm communities of color. The disastrous experiences of 2020 help chart how African Americans, Latinos, women, and other disenfranchised groups disproportionately suffer from the harms posed by new tariffs and virus outbreaks. Governmental research and scholarly data studies show racial inequities in COVID contraction, hospitalization, and death rates. These findings are continually updated as the pandemic progresses, but they confirm mounting evidence of racial disparities in the COVID response. Trump trade policies aggravated the pandemic for workers and non-workers who need PPE. Critical race health scholarship helps frame inquiries into how health policies appear race neutral but actually result in predictable negative consequences for Black, Indigenous, People of Color, and women. Racial disparity impacts the COVID response on three fronts: coronavirus exposure, virus susceptibility, and medical treatments. The PPE crisis

---

27 See Bown & Kolb, supra note 7.
30 See Bown, supra note 10.
32 See infra notes 246, 252-253 and accompanying text.
33 This Article identifies the relationships between tariffs and PPE shortages, legal authority and tariffs, and racial consequences in the COVID response. It refers to quantitative studies on COVID’s racial disparities, demographic and occupational studies of essential and frontline workers, and scientific research on PPE’s effectiveness against the virus. This opens up the question of how PPE shortages add to health disparities. The essay does not make empirical claims about the effects of PPE prices, PPE supply, and PPE use by minority groups.
34 See infra Part IV.
exemplifies the economic burdens of trade policies, while simultaneously adding to racial disparities in health.

This Article proceeds in four parts. Part I offers a picture of the PPE crisis in the United States and how the federal government responded, focusing on January to May of 2020. Part II describes Section 301 tariffs and the United States-China trade war. Part III explains how legal doctrine contributed to PPE shortages; and how constitutional and administrative law afford the executive branch, primarily the Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR), expansive authority to prioritize tariffs and deploy Section 301. This Part also identifies ways to reform Section 301. Part IV explores the racial consequences of limited PPE; less protective equipment adds to racial disparities, defined as health inequalities closely associated with race.37

I. COVID HITS. PPE SHORTAGES APPEAR AND LINGER.

Since the pandemic began, questions about national PPE supplies have become increasingly commonplace. PPE is worn to block infections from blood, bodily fluids, or respiratory particles in the air and includes protective gowns, gloves, masks, goggles, and respirator masks.38 Most PPE is intended as single use, to be worn once and then discarded to minimize contamination. This equipment is common in health care settings, in surgery rooms, or for patient examinations. With a pandemic, the need for PPE extends far beyond hospitals. PPE is expected or required when people cannot keep a safe distance, for example in a grocery store or government office. PPE items vary in terms of level of protection and accordingly are subject to different Food and Drug Administration (FDA) or National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) regulations.39

Importantly, the American COVID response also depends on other imports like pharmaceuticals and medical equipment,40 including ventilators, medical device parts, thermometers, and test swabs. These pharmaceutical and medical products have also been in short supply and are similarly subject to Section 301 levies. China is a significant source for these goods and PPE.41 For the sake of simplicity, this Article focuses on PPE, but comparable analysis could track how the trade war impacts these vital products.

---

37 For descriptions of these terms, see Obasogie, Headen & Mujahid, supra note 35, at 31; Sara N. Bleich, Marian P. Jarlenski, Caryn N. Bell & Thomas A. LaVeist, Health Inequalities: Trends, Progress, and Policy, 33 ANN. REV. PUB. HEALTH 7 (2012).
39 As an example, surgical masks and N95 masks provide different levels of protection and receive different regulatory approvals. See DABROWSKA & GREEN, supra note 4, at 1 (describing “device” under Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act). There are three device classes, some require premarket submission. See 21 C.F.R. § 807.87 (2019).
40 See NINA M. HART, CONG. RES. SERV., LSB10424, COVID-19: AN OVERVIEW OF TRADE-RELATED MEASURES TO ADDRESS ACCESS TO MEDICAL GOODS (2020).
Importantly, PPE and medical equipment scarcities result in increased virus exposure and aggravate medical treatments for COVID.\footnote{See Schlanger, supra note 13.}


Price hikes and delays in finding new stock characterized this PPE crisis. PPE is mostly sold through supply chains, which contributed to delays and shortages. Supply chains are cross-border systems of production and distribution, organized to take advantage
of overseas regulations and low labor costs. Supply chains result in low priced imported goods by structuring dedicated manufacturing, transport, and purchases. Supply chain problems in the United States caused price increases of 600% for surgical masks and 200% for medical gowns. Quotes from hospital buyers describe $0.50 masks sold for $6.00 and boxes of masks usually priced $2.28 offered for $70.00. As new vendors entered the void, American buyers started to deal directly with unknown sources, often overseas, and faced the threat of price gauging. Complicating matters, PPE shipments could be delayed by three to six months. Two things contributed to this: transports from China take three weeks to reach the United States, and China itself was recovering from the first COVID outbreak.

These shortages happen because supply chains prioritize low prices while sacrificing the flexibility to use alternative suppliers or to increase production. PPE is typically imported from overseas producers at low prices. This system depends on predictable supplies from China and anticipates American demand. But, when production or transport is disrupted or demand increases, as in a sudden pandemic, the system loses control over prices, supplies, and delivery times. This explains one aspect of the PPE crisis.

Another dimension involves the trade war, which raised PPE prices and decreased supplies. On March 13, 2020 Chad Bown of the Peterson Institute for International Economics explained how tariffs made PPE more expensive. Bown argued that Section 301 levies “suddenly threatened to cripple” the COVID response and disrupted “access to medical products” when “they [were] needed the most.” He identified applicable tariff rates for PPE and medical goods from China. Using specific products’ tariff schedule codes called “classifications,” the study detailed tariff increases and corresponding decreases in imports from China.

For the sake of simplicity, these names paraphrase the actual identification for the goods. They are not the exact tariff schedule names, typically called classifications. The titles for classifications tend to be quite detailed and long. Other goods also subject to additional tariffs include: CT, monitoring, ultrasound, x-ray, and oxygen concentrator equipment.

50 For a description of supply chains and PPE, see Kaplan supra note 28; Sutter, Schwarzenberg & Sutherland, supra note 41. For analysis the influence supply chains exert on global trade, see Grietje Baars, Jennifer Bair, Liam Campling, Dennis Davis, Klaas Hendrik Eller, Dez Farkas, Tomaso Ferrando, Jason Jackson, David Hansen-Miller, Elizabeth Havice, Claire Mummé, Jesse Salah Ovadia, David Quentin, Brishen Rogers, Jaakko Salminen & Benjamin Selwyn, The Role of Law in Global Value Chains: A Research Manifesto, 4 London Rev. Int’l L. 57 (2016); Dan Danielsen, Trade, Distribution and Development Under Supply Chain Capitalism, in World Trade and Investment Law Reimagined: A Progressive Agenda for an Inclusive Globalization 121 (Alvaro Santos, Chantal Thomas & David Trubek eds., 2019).

51 See Hart, supra note 40, at 2.


53 See Grimm, supra note 44, at 3.

54 See Sutter, Schwarzenberg & Sutherland, supra note 41, at 2.


56 See Bown, supra note 10.

57 See id.

58 For the sake of simplicity, these names paraphrase the actual identification for the goods. They are not the exact tariff schedule names, typically called classifications. The titles for classifications tend to be quite detailed and long. See id. Other goods also subject to additional tariffs include: CT, monitoring, ultrasound, x-ray, and oxygen concentrator equipment. See id.
headwear, gloves, and more.\textsuperscript{59} Bown summarized that the overall impact of these tariffs was a “sharp decline” in imports of critical products from China. Americans had to pay the higher prices because changing suppliers is difficult, and domestic manufacturers had to pay higher prices for parts and components needed for production.\textsuperscript{60}

The United States International Trade Commission (USITC) confirmed that the United States was imposing these additional tariffs. In its April 2020 report to Congress, it found 112 different classifications of imported goods related to the COVID response.\textsuperscript{61} In June, an updated report found 203 product classifications, widening its scope to include pharmaceuticals, ingredients to make pharmaceuticals, hospital supplies, and items needed to administer a vaccine.\textsuperscript{62} Of these, 57\% (116 classifications) were subject to Section 301 tariffs, with 89 classifications subject to the 25\% tariff rate and 27 classifications subject to the 7.5\% rate.\textsuperscript{63} Accordingly, the USTR imposed the higher rate for 44\% of COVID-related products and the lower rate for 13\% of those items. The USITC also found that thirty PPE classifications were COVID-related.\textsuperscript{64} More specifically, twenty-one PPE classifications were subject to Section 301 tariffs.\textsuperscript{65} These studies, from Bown and the USITC, show how PPE along with other medical supplies became casualties of the trade war.

Put simply, as national supplies fell dramatically, Americans paid more for PPE needed to fight and avoid COVID. Bown called for an immediate and blanket end to Section 301 tariffs imposed on PPE and medical supplies. Other observers agreed.\textsuperscript{66}

\textsuperscript{59} See id.

\textsuperscript{60} See id.


\textsuperscript{63} See id.

\textsuperscript{64} See id. at “Table 1: COVID-19 related goods duty rate and imports at the HTS 10-digit level.” This report defined PPE as “protective materials that are worn” and distinct from COVID tests, sterilization products, oxygen equipment, imaging and diagnostic equipment, non-PPE medical supplies, medicines, and other health care products. See id. at “Introduction.”

\textsuperscript{65} See id.

Months later, trade war tariffs still apply to PPE imports with added costs passed on to buyers, workers, and the health care system.\textsuperscript{67}

The Trump administration had a series of responses to the PPE crisis, but avoided a blanket end to Section 301 charges for PPE. It continued its trade war posture. This policy called for a clear trade-off: tariffs are necessary to force important changes in China’s policies, even if American businesses pay for price hikes and our pandemic response suffers.

The Trump administration’s responses to the PPE crisis were piecemeal and insufficient. Seven steps illustrate this. First, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the FDA approved changes to allow face masks certified under NIOSH regulations for the COVID response.\textsuperscript{68} These are similar to N95 face coverings but were approved for use in settings other than health care, such as construction work. Second, the USTR began approving individual importer’s requests to avoid paying the Section 301 charges. Called exclusions, they began on March 6, 2020.\textsuperscript{69} Described in more detail below, exclusions provide limited relief, since they are temporary. Third, on March 17, 2020 the CDC changed its recommendations for face masks, suggesting that health care workers could wear less protective surgical masks, reuse masks, and even use homemade items, instead of the prior strict recommendation for N95 masks.\textsuperscript{70} It issued similar guidelines for eye protection and gowns.\textsuperscript{71} Fourth, on March 18, 2020 the President invoked the Defense Production Act (DPA) to spur American industry to produce PPE and medical equipment.\textsuperscript{72} The DPA compels private actors to prioritize sales of needed supplies to the government.\textsuperscript{73} Actually procuring supplies is not quick—manufacturers have months to prepare manufacturing capacities and then actually make the items. Eventually the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{67} See Kaplan, supra note 28.
\item \textsuperscript{69} The USTR approved exclusions on March 10, 16 and 17. See Kaplan, supra note 28.
administration used its DPA powers to secure production contracts specifically for PPE.\textsuperscript{74} Fifth, the USTR opened a comment process for importers to submit details on why COVID related goods should not be subject to Section 301 tariffs.\textsuperscript{75} Sixth, on March 29, 2020 Project Airbridge provided expedited international transport for PPE and other needed imports.\textsuperscript{76} Seventh, the Strategic National Stockpile began distributing PPE and other supplies to states. By April 8, 2020 the stockpile was nearly depleted.\textsuperscript{77}

Critics describe these actions as too little, too late. Observers, including members of Congress, complained that it took the administration two months to start distributions from the stockpile and that the federal government did not coordinate PPE procurement.\textsuperscript{78} As COVID hospitalizations peaked in many places, this inaction left states to compete with each other for crucial supplies. These impressions reflect larger complaints that the administration did not act fast enough to respond to COVID. Starting in January, it did not recognize the real threat to Americans, support testing, include emergency management in its response, or invoke the DPA until these actions were too late.\textsuperscript{79}

As the pandemic persisted, Congress acted to secure PPE and investigate these shortages. On March 27, 2020, it passed the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic


\textsuperscript{78} See Memorandum from Carolyn Maloney, supra note 76; Michael Biesecker, \textit{US ‘Wasted’ Months Before Preparing for Coronavirus Pandemic}, AP (Apr. 5, 2020), \url{https://apnews.com/090600c299a8cf07f5b44d92534856bc}.

\textsuperscript{79} See Michael Biesecker, \textit{US ‘Wasted’ Months Before Preparing for Coronavirus Pandemic}, AP (Apr. 5, 2020), \url{https://apnews.com/090600c299a8cf07f5b44d92534856bc}.
Security Act (CARES Act), which includes PPE provisions.\(^{80}\) Congress also used its oversight powers to attain information about PPE shortages, the administration’s response, and tariffs.\(^{81}\) For example, on March 21, 2020 chairs of six House committees requested a briefing with HHS Secretary Alex Azar. After summarizing “widespread shortages,” they asked about plans to “acquire and distribute” PPE, how the HHS would use the DPA, and how it would work with the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).\(^{82}\) On April 6, 2020, the chairs of the House Committee on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance asked the USITC for details on tariff rates for goods related to the COVID response.\(^{83}\) They described “an urgent public health crisis on the scale that we have not encountered in over a century” that was “severely exacerbated by disruptions and deficiencies in supply” of needed equipment.\(^{84}\) Next, Senators Thomas R. Carper (D-DE) and Pat Toomey (R-PA) requested that the USTR “immediately and broadly suspend 301 tariffs” on products needed to manufacture critical medical supplies.\(^{85}\) They explained that there was “an extreme shortage” of “supplies needed to respond” to the pandemic, including PPE.\(^{86}\) On another front, members of Congress proposed legislation to address COVID’s racial disparities and improve PPE supplies in the United States.\(^{87}\)

---

\(^{80}\) See Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act, Pub. L. No: 116-136, 134 Stat. 281 (codified in scattered sections of U.S.C.) (Section 3102 requires that the strategic national stockpile include PPE; Section 3101 requires the HHS and National Academy of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine report on the security of the United States medical product supply chain; Section 3103 revises the liability protections for use of NIOSH approved masks; Section 12003 requires the HHS to consider distributing PPE to prison inmates and staff; Section 20005 and 2009 focus on similar requirements for Veterans Administration facilities.).


\(^{84}\) See id.


\(^{86}\) See id.

\(^{87}\) The COVID-19 Racial and Ethnic Disparities Task Force Act would require data-driven recommendations to allocate crucial resources, including PPE, in communities with racial disparities. See Press Release, Durbin: If We Don’t Address Racial Health Care Disparities, Shame On Us, DICK DURBIN U.S. SENATOR ILL. (May 5, 2020), https://www.durbin.senate.gov/newsroom/press-releases/durbin-if-we-don’t-address-racial-health-care-disparities-shame-on-us. The Equitable Data Collection and Disclosure on COVID-19 Act would require the CDC to post online data regarding “testing, treatment, and fatalities, disaggregated by race, ethnicity, sex, age, socioeconomic status, disability status, county, and other demographic information.” Id.; see also NCPA Staff, Senators Toomey and Hassan coordinate to make PPE more accessible, NORTHCENTRALPA.COM (Aug. 10, 2020), https://www.northcentralpa.com/life/covid-
Congress also heard from federal agents who reported on these shortages or tried to spur faster responses to COVID. On May 26, 2020, Christi A. Grimm testified before the House Oversight Committee. She served as the principle investigator for the mentioned HHS report. The Trump administration replaced Grimm at the HHS, allegedly because the report’s conclusions drew negative attention to the administration’s inaction. This came after former director of the United States Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority, Rick Bright, explained that the administration failed to take “critical steps” in January and February 2020. He described that he was removed because he disagreed with administration positions.

In sum, PPE was in short supply as a coronavirus pandemic initially hit the United States during the first half of 2020. Imposed since 2018, tariffs not only increased prices for these desperately needed products, but they resulted in decreased PPE imports. Despite knowing about COVID’s pandemic risks since January, the federal government did too little far too late to respond to the PPE crisis. It did not eliminate PPE or medical equipment from Section 301 tariffs. Instead, the administration preferred to stay the course with the posture that levies are needed during a trade war.

II. THE UNITED STATES-CHINA TRADE WAR RESULTS IN SECTION 301 TARIFFS.

The United States imposed additional tariffs on PPE pursuant to Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 (Trade Act), intended to combat unfair trade practices by foreign states. Section 301 is one of many measures that are part of a trade war with China. One objective of this trade war is to change Chinese industrial policies, implicating foreign and economic relations between the two countries. Specific to trade, this conflict involves thousands of goods subject to Section 301 levies; separate American tariffs on steel (Section 232) and solar panels and washing machines (Section 201); and tariff retaliations from China. Before the Trump administration initiated the China case in 2017, the last Section 301 investigation was in 2013. To contextualize PPE shortages, this part of the Article describes basic elements of Section 301 and the China Case. This analysis of

---


92 See 19 U.S.C. § 2411 (a)-(c).

93 For a description of these tariff actions, see BROCK R. WILLIAMS & KEIGH E. HAMMOND, CONG. R Sch. Serv., R45949, U.S.-CHINA TARIFF ACTIONS BY THE NUMBERS (2019).

94 See SCHWARZENBERG, CONG. R SCH. SERV., IF11346, supra note 25. There have been 127 Section 301 cases since 1974. See id.
Section 301 illustrates how executive action can prioritize tariffs. The PPE crisis is one socioeconomic impact resulting from these executive choices. As described below, the PPE crisis adds to racial disparity in the COVID response.

“Section 301” refers to a set of American trade measures in sections 301 to 310 of the Trade Act. Relevant to the PPE crisis, the Section 301 China Case developed in three stages. In chronological order, the USTR: (1) investigated foreign conduct that hurt American commerce, (2) imposed retaliatory sanctions to remedy this, and (3) decided which particular goods, if any, were excluded from these sanctions. PPE imports became part of the second and third stages.

For the first stage, the USTR investigates possible trade harms. It examines if the foreign nation violates a trade agreement, pursues “unjustifiable” action that “burdens or restricts” American commerce, or engages in “unreasonable or discriminatory” action that “burdens or restricts” American commerce. The USTR conducts the investigation and recommends sanctions or not, in consultation with an intra-agency committee and the private sector. It consults with the foreign country before starting the investigation. Referred to as the “determination,” the USTR makes recommendations based on the investigation. As described below, this investigation started the China Case, which is currently in the retaliation stage.

Initiated on August 24, 2017, the investigation into China regards “Technology Transfer, Intellectual Property and Innovation.” The USTR issued its investigation report on March 22, 2018 with four general findings. First it found that China forces technology transfers with government mechanisms including administrative procedures, joint venture requirements, and others. Additionally, its licensing policies deprive American companies from setting market-based terms in technology transactions. Next, China directs investments in American companies to control strategic assets, such as for the Made in China 2020 initiative. Lastly, China supports the cyber theft of trade secrets and IP. Highlighting economic harms in technology and IP, these findings are the reason for American retaliation in the China Case.

In a second stage called retaliation, Section 301 provides for trade sanctions, including various measures that the USTR can choose from, one of which is tariffs. The
United States applies these sanctions in order to compel a change in foreign practices with the objective that added economic costs of exporting to the United States will motivate a change. During this stage, the USTR designates a list of goods that will be subject to additional tariffs. The USTR issues a list proposal along with a Notice-and-Comment announcement in the Federal Register.\(^{104}\) It requests comments on the potential economic harm caused by additional tariffs.\(^{105}\) Based on public hearings and statements received in the hearing or in response to the Notice-and-Comment, the USTR, in consultation with other agencies, determines what goods warrant additional tariffs and their applicable tariff rate.

These executive choices result in predictable negative socioeconomic impacts because additional tariffs increase the price paid for products in the United States. The PPE industry predicted the potential negative consequences. For instance, during this stage in the China Case, distributors of PPE and medical products asked the USTR to remove their products from the tariff list.\(^{106}\) In a public hearing, they explained that PPE is a “critical component of our nation's response to public health emergencies, such as Ebola.”\(^{107}\) When the USTR decided to keep these products on the tariff list, it effectively prioritized tariffs.

As the China Case entered the retaliation stage, the United States and China both publicly threatened and proceeded with multiple escalating tariff rounds. On March 22, 2018, President Trump authorized additional tariffs for imports from China.\(^{108}\) Consistent with the President’s prior comments, the USTR predicted that imports from China would have a 25% tariff rate.\(^{109}\) The USTR deployed retaliatory tariffs in four rounds. The first two rounds applied the 25% rate on July 6 and August 23 of 2018, for an estimated $34 billion and $16 billion in imports respectively.\(^{110}\) On June 15, 2019, a third round imposed this rate to an additional $200 billion in imports.\(^{111}\) Later that year, a fourth round was divided into two lists, 4A and 4B. The USTR deployed List 4A on September 1, 2019, with a 15% tariff rate for $126 billion in imports.\(^{112}\) Then, announced on January 15, 2020 in a “Phase One Agreement,” the United States and China agreed to stop new rounds of tariffs.

---


105 This includes whether increased duties on a specific product help eliminate unfair economic practices and cause “disproportionate economic harm” to American interests. See Notice of Action, 83 Fed. Reg. 14,906, 14,908.


107 See id.


109 These determinations are pursuant to sections 301(b), 301(c), and 304(a), codified at 19 U.S.C. § 2411(b), 2411(c), 2414(a). See Notice of Action, 83 Fed. Reg. 14,906.


111 The prior September, a 10% tariff rate had been imposed on these goods. See id.

112 See WILLIAMS & HAMMOND, CONG. R&SCH. SERV., IN10943, supra note 9, at 4.
This agreement, implemented on February 14, 2020, suspended List 4B. It kept the List 4A tariff rate at 7.5% and kept the rates for the three prior rounds. By then, China was deep into fighting the COVID epidemic, while virus spread in the United States was just becoming apparent. As of November 2020, this is where retaliation in the China Case remains.

In the third stage of a Section 301 case, goods may be excluded from the additional tariff charges. Specifically, private parties request that the USTR remove a particular goods classification from the tariff list, with the USTR then approving or denying these. For this, private parties submit comments and provide testimony in response to the USTR’s Notice-and-Comment requesting information on the product’s supply. Initially, in June 2018, long before COVID, the USTR developed an exclusion process. This was the first time that the USTR established a process to request exclusions for 301 tariffs.

In 2019, noting that their products would likely be subject to a 25% duty, producers of PPE and medical supplies again requested that the USTR remove their goods from the tariff list. This time the producers asked to be excluded from the tariff lists. They requested this after the USTR announced the tariff lists and included products from these producers. The producers predicted what eventually occurred in 2020, i.e. the PPE crisis. Medical supplies and PPE makers explained that Section 301 tariffs would immediately increase costs for “hospitals, surgery centers, long-term care facilities, individual consumers, and government programs” with no real alternative source for the products than China. Specific to a pandemic, they detailed compromised supply chains,
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116 The USTR requests information regarding the product and its availability from non-Chinese sources, attempts to procure it from the United States and other countries, reviews whether the imposition of Section 301 tariffs causes severe economic harm to American interests, and determines the product’s importance to the Made in China 2025 program, see for example, Procedures To Consider Requests for Exclusion, 83 Fed. Reg. 32,181 (July 11, 2018). In the past, such exclusions were based on the USTR finding that in extraordinary cases the 301 action would cause an “adverse impact” on United States economy “substantially out of proportion to benefits” of the action, see 19 U.S.C. § 2411(a)(2)(B) (iv), or “would cause serious harm to the national security,” see 19 U.S.C. § 2411 (a)(2)(B)(iv-v).
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which would put public health preparedness at risk.\textsuperscript{124} They pointed to recent viral epidemics, such as Ebola and H1NI, as proof of when demand for PPE increases fivefold.\textsuperscript{125} In these circumstances, PPE was “critical” to any response.\textsuperscript{126} This was the second attempt by PPE producers and distributors to avoid additional tariffs.

Some PPE products did have their exclusion requests approved. For instance, face masks received a partial exclusion from the 7.5\% tariff rate, announced on March 17, 2020.\textsuperscript{127} The USTR did not announce many PPE exclusions, such as for goggles, medical gloves, textile gloves, or disposable hospital apparel, until after the COVID outbreak in the United States.\textsuperscript{128} These approved exclusions applied retroactively based on when the Section 301 tariff rate was imposed and expired on August 7 or September 1, 2020.\textsuperscript{129}

However, beginning in 2018, the USTR did not approve many PPE exclusions.\textsuperscript{130} The following protective items were subject to the 25\% tariff rate without any exclusion: headgear, plastic aprons, protective aprons, garments made of rubber, and textiles reinforced with rubber.\textsuperscript{131} These products were similarly subject to the 7.5\% tariff rate: surgical gowns, gloves, hair nets, patient gowns, hospital gowns, and scrubs.\textsuperscript{132} For these products, PPE importers would have to pay these added taxes when their goods entered the United States.\textsuperscript{133} Customs officials would start imposing these charges depending on when they were announced, as part of Section 301 tariff round 1, 2, 3 or 4A.\textsuperscript{134} By not approving these exclusions for PPE, the USTR reaffirmed its prioritization of tariffs over public health readiness.

After COVID became an American emergency, the USTR reacted but did not shift its position that PPE goods would be part of a Section 301 retaliation.\textsuperscript{135} It began considering items needed for the pandemic response.\textsuperscript{136} This came as the USTR announced a supplemental comment request on March 20, 2020.\textsuperscript{137} The USTR invited comments.
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\textsuperscript{127} This included N95 respirators, surgical masks, disposable masks, shoe covers, and textile face masks with plastic face shields. This exclusion was retroactively applied to include additional duties paid since September 1, 2019. See U.S. INT’L TRADE COMM’N, supra note 62, at “Table 3: Products listed in table 1 that are excluded from Section 301 duties” Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS) 10-digit code: 6307.90.9889.
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regarding “tariff actions and relevant responses to the coronavirus.” Earlier that month, it started approving exclusions for PPE and medical products, without announcing them as COVID related.

The USTR’s March 20 request focused on “medical-care products needed to address the COVID-19 outbreak” and possible “modifications to remove duties from additional medical-care products.” It asked for a particular explanation of “how [each particular] product relates to the response.” This explanation could include whether the item is directly used to treat the virus, limit the outbreak, or produce needed “medical-care products.” For three months after this USTR announcement, it was unclear how the USTR would use these pandemic related comments. By July 2020, the USTR received over 600 comments regarding COVID-related products. On its webpage, it stated that it was “not planning to hold hearings” for these products and how Section 301 tariffs impact them. It did request public comments on whether exclusions from these duties should be extended beyond their September 1, 2020 deadline. This means that the USTR considered extending general exclusions from additional tariffs. USTR consideration is not specific to COVID-related products. It is unlikely that that PPE products will receive a blanket exclusion from Section 301 tariffs. Accordingly, PPE products may only receive tariff relief after the USTR reviews and then approves an exclusion request for a particular product classification.
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143 See id. The USTR began this separate request, since the public comment period window for exclusions had closed before COVID. See Mark K. Neville, Jr., Trade in the Time of COVID-19: Make America Healthy Again!, 31 J. Int’l Tax’n 30 (2020).
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Exclusions provide minimal relief from the tax burdens felt by Americans from Section 301 retaliation. In most cases these imports cost more to enter the United States, and this cost is passed to domestic consumers. An exclusion requires a stakeholder to affirmatively make a request. But most importantly, even after the slow process, the USTR rarely approves such requests. For instance, through January 31, 2020, the USTR received 52,746 exclusion requests and only approved 13% of them, while denying 87% of them. In July, the USTR extended the exclusions for some—not all—goods that had been previously approved. These determinations do not mention any COVID-related products. In September, the USTR extended more exclusions until December 31, 2020, but not for all of the ones initially approved. As 2020 ended, the USTR approved exclusions for some medical-care products to address COVID–19, effective January 1, 2021 to March 31, 2021. These exclusions are primarily for medical equipment and products but include some PPE.

In sum, tariffs on PPE are part of a larger Section 301 case, investigating and then retaliating against technology transfers and IP policies and practices in China. Consequently, the administration has imposed tariff increases, up to 25%, for over a thousand imported goods, including PPE. With Section 301, President Trump was able to follow through with a campaign promise and apply tariffs to force changes in China. More importantly, Section 301 allows the executive branch to control when to deploy additional tariffs, how long they are imposed, and at what tariff rate.

---
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III. **SECTION 301 INSULATES CHOICES TO FAVOR TARIFFS OVER EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS.**

The Trump administration employed additional taxes on imports from China with statutory powers delegated by Congress in Section 301. Even though the Constitution expressly provides that tariff powers belong to Congress, the executive branch may impose these types of tariffs in response to various situations, with minimal or no checks by Congress or the courts. An administration can apply these duties when it determines that imports threaten national security (Section 232), when import quantities harm domestic industry (Section 201), or when foreign states engage in unfair trade practices (Section 301). This Article refers to these as “executive tariffs,” since the executive branch determines when they are imposed, how this happens, and for how long. Executive tariffs have an established place in American trade policies and the Trump administration increased their use. This runs contrary to free trade liberalizations and Congressional control of tariff policies generally. But importantly, executive tariffs create significant economic burdens in the United States felt by consumers and importers. For instance, as imports faced added custom levies PPE prices increased and supplies decreased. As explained in Part IV, this has racial consequences for virus exposure and COVID treatments. Black, Indigenous, and People of Color disproportionately catch COVID, die from it, and makeup the majority of essential workers. Applied pursuant to Section 301, tariffs decreased PPE supplies and increased their prices most needed by these patients and workers.

This Part describes executive tariffs as one legal aspect of the trade war. It focuses on how the power to impose executive tariffs: (a) effectively insulates executive actions from governmental checks, (b) aggravates the COVID response by reducing available PPE, and (c) can be reformed by requiring more of a role for Congress. With this delegated power, the Trump administration prioritized tariffs on Chinese goods over preparedness for American public health and healthcare systems.

**A. Traditionally Presidents Freely Deploy Section 301.**

The expanded use of executive tariffs raises important separation of powers questions regarding how Congress and the executive branch devise and implement trade decisions.
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157 U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cls. 1, 3 (stating Congress has the power “To lay and collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts, and Excises” and “To regulate Commerce with Foreign Nations”).
162 Congress and the President do work together to craft trade policy. “Fast track” authority exemplifies this when Congress approves executive-led trade negotiations for international agreements, such as recently with the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement. For a description of this, see Trade Act of 1974 § 151, 19 U.S.C. § 2191.
163 See, e.g., Kathleen Claussen, *Trade’s Security Exceptionalism*, 72 STAN. L. REV. 1097 (2020) (illustrating how these tariffs function as security-based exceptions to international trade commitments and proposing new delegation standards to offset these harms); Timothy Meyer & Ganesh Sitaraman, *Trade and Separation of Powers*, 107 CAL. L. REV. 583 (2019) (arguing for a rebalance of the constitutional power over trade with Congress more active in multiple trade policy areas).
policy. Kathleen Claussen explains that executive tariffs operate as security exceptions delegated by Congress, allowing the Executive a way to employ tariffs to respond to perceived threats. They can undo international trade commitments approved by Congress, potentially veering far from their original statutory purpose. Timothy Meyer and Ganesh Sitaraman point to Congress’s complex cession of trade powers to the executive branch. This cession includes Section 301, as well as authority to fast track trade negotiations, initiate and pursue trade wars, withdraw from international trade treaties, and make international trade commitments. As these legal scholars explain, tensions between the two branches over trade policy develop in many areas, not solely with Section 301.

Seen as a constitutional allocation of government powers, Section 301 tariffs function as a presidential action without input from Congress. The USTR must report or consult with Congress in various instances, but not much more. The Trade Act delegates management of Section 301 to the USTR, within the Executive Office of the President. It states that the President may take action when the USTR makes its determination regarding unfair foreign practices. Investigations are under USTR control. Directing the USTR and responsible for the Section 301 process, the Trade Representative is a political appointee, typically working closely with, if not directly following instructions from, the White House. Civil servants conduct USTR tasks during the investigation, retaliation, and exclusion stages. In this regard, any independent input during Section 301’s three stages most likely hinges on the participation of government employees who are not appointed by the President. Other agencies consult with the USTR throughout this, but the USTR is the most important agency in these three stages and in reporting to Congress.

Section 301 powers are broadly delegated to the executive branch and more precisely to the USTR. The USTR has the discretion to initiate an investigation and to pursue
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Under the caption of “Discretionary Action,” the Trade Act specifically states that the USTR takes action subject to the President’s “specific direction.” USTR actions are similarly subject to “all other appropriate and feasible action within the power of the President.” The USTR can act “within the power of the President” regarding trade in goods or services or “any other area pertinent to relations with country.” With this, the USTR may rely on other executive powers, including foreign relations.

This discretion is evident in the China Section 301 Case, specifically during the exclusion stage. There is no clear requirement for exclusions in the Trade Act. This leaves the process “solely at the USTR’s discretion” and unclear as to how it functions internally in the USTR. With exclusions, American consumers, importers, retailers, and manufacturers try desperately to escape executive tariffs. This stage provides the last chance to avoid economic harms until the President ends the Section 301 case or a negotiation with the foreign country is completed.

A series of procedural, reporting, and timing requirements guide how the USTR advances Section 301 cases. The USTR has to report and consult with Congress in various instances. It must announce in the Federal Register developments regarding the investigation, its determination, and modification or termination of any action. Various deadlines force the USTR to proceed or report on a case. The USTR must consult with other agencies and the private sector during the investigation and retaliation phases of Section 301 cases. While these requirements do keep policy makers and stakeholders informed and at times able to provide their perspective, it is difficult for other government branches or agencies to stop or significantly change how cases progress.

Most likely, if the USTR follows the process laid out in the Trade Act and is closely driven by Presidential direction, a case will not significantly change course. Kathleen Claussen argues that executive tariffs’ statutory structure predisposes the executive branch to employ them. Put simply, the President and the USTR heavily control the fate of Section 301 tariffs, typically until they reach a resolution with the foreign state. Relevant to PPE during the pandemic, tariff changes will only happen when the administration is satisfied with IP and cyber theft developments in China, ends the investigation, removes PPE from retaliation actions against China, or excludes individual PPE goods from the tariffs.

Substantive checks on executive tariffs have been eliminated. For example, the legislative veto originally constrained Section 301 actions. When enacted in 1974, the
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Trade Act permitted Congress to disapprove and stop specific Section 301 actions. This constituted a legislative veto, an act that overrides a completed executive action. In 1983, however, the Supreme Court found legislative vetoes to be unconstitutional in *I.N.S. v. Chadha*. The Court’s ruling abolished the “most important Congressional restraint” for delegations of trade power to the executive, relevant to Section 301 and other executive tariffs. In the Trade Act, Congress contemplated the legislative veto as an important constraint.

Traditionally, courts have not exercised meaningful checks on executive tariff delegations, but recent litigation since the trade war hints at potential changes. Sections 301, 201, and 232 do not expressly provide for judicial review for executive tariffs. Court review has usually been precluded, since the President has not been regarded as an agency, which is needed for review under the Administrative Procedures Act (APA). The USTR is technically within the Executive Office of the President and argued to not be an agency. Similarly, courts have found that executive tariffs meet delegation requirements needed to impose additional duties pursuant to congressional authorization. Recent attempts to challenge the Court’s delegation findings have failed. In 2019, the United States Court of International Trade found that Section 232 tariffs for steel were constitutional delegations of Congress’s tariff powers.

Legal doctrine may change with the trade war. The Court of International Trade’s recent rulings and decisions point to judicial enforcement of the procedural requirements for executive tariffs. In one case involving duties for steel products from Turkey, under Section 232, the trial court found that retaliatory tariff designations must conform with timelines in the statute. It described these requirements as constraints on executive power. In 2020, a later panel of the court upheld this order, stating that for tariffs, presidents must strictly adhere to timeline restrictions. In another case regarding tariffs on solar products pursuant to Section 201, the court focused on USTR determinations during the exclusion process. This process is similar to the third stage of Section 301, but here it is for Section 201 when the USTR responds to import quantities that harm
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domestic industry. Importantly, the court found that the USTR is an agency for the purposes of the APA, emphasizing how the USTR operates and how it presents itself. It added that USTR exclusion choices did not conform with Notice-and-Comment requirements and were likely arbitrary and capricious. Rulings since then agree.

The Court of International Trade is expected to rule on a similar case, specifically regarding Section 301 tariffs and the APA. In a complaint filed in September of 2020, importers focus on procedural problems with tariff retaliations in the China Case. They argue that later tariff rounds, rounds three and four, are not related to the original purpose of the Section 301 investigation of China’s IP and cyber theft practices. They also contend that these tariff rounds are untimely, since they came twelve months after the USTR’s report on China’s unfair trade practices. Nearly three thousand importers have made similar contentions before the court about the procedural illegality with Section 301 tariff retaliations.

**B. Section 301 Aggravated the COVID Response.**

Section 301 tariffs significantly impact public health readiness, with racial consequences in coronavirus exposure and treatments. As the pandemic persists, Section 301 remains extremely relevant because China still dominates the PPE market, and the trade war shows no sign of ending. Countless Americans need these goods as essential workers, patients, first responders, or everyday shoppers. Early in 2020, Section 301 tariffs made PPE more expensive and consequently diminished supplies. This aggravated the PPE crisis. Shortages resulted in more virus contractions, hospitalizations, and deaths.

PPE is needed to stop COVID’s community spread. The UC Berkeley Labor Center found that in California over 20,000 worker infections could have been avoided with proper PPE. Recent studies since the pandemic identify reduced COVID contractions when PPE is used. Thus, the executive choices to tax PPE imports aggravates COVID policies by reducing the availability of PPE.
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207 One study reports daily COVID growth rates declining by .9% and 2% in American states where face masks were mandated, see Wei Lyu & George L. Wehby, Community Use of Face Masks and COVID-19: Evidence from a Natural Experiment of State Mandates in the US, 39 HEALTH AFFS. 1 (2020). Another
Tariffs hurt public health readiness. The USTR deployed Section 301 for an entirely different goal: to change IP and cyber theft practices in China. In policy terms, the Trump administration weighed the impact of retaliatory tariffs for imports by Americans with the goal of ending China’s unfair treatment of American businesses. In this calculation, PPE imports are just one set of goods amongst thousands that became more expensive with additional tariffs, starting in 2018. Section 301 is a part of a larger trade war with China, with executive tariffs also imposed on steel, solar panels, and washing machines. All of these trade measures are part of larger tensions with China. These tensions include public friction over 5G and Huawei, Hong Kong, journalists in the two countries, COVID responses, and multilateral tensions in the World Health Organization, South China Sea, and World Trade Organization. In sum, executive choices to deploy retaliatory tariffs, whether in Sections 301, 201, or 232, happened while the administration pursued other foreign policy objectives.

The USTR in the investigation and retaliation stages of the China Case publicly and methodologically contemplated economic pressure on China. Section 301 cases cause harm to domestic American economic interests. Tariff duties are actually paid domestically by Americans, and later these impacts, in the form of external economic pressure, may force changes in China’s unfair commercial practices. With Section 301, taxes are charged and paid in the United States whereas changes to Chinese policies are the eventual goal but are not certain. In the past, Section 301 cases succeeded when the United States had more leverage over the foreign country. Past experiences with Section 301 cases suggest that without sufficient leverage the result can frustrate goals to open foreign markets, unpredictability hurting American consumers, and creating negative consequences to foreign policy, financial, and national security objectives. China is the second largest economy in the world and by many measures a superpower, changing

systemic study reports a large reduction in the risk of infection with the use of N95 and surgical masks, see Chu, Akl, Dolo, Solo, Yacon, & Schüne, supra note 38. See also C. Raina MacIntyre, A Rapid Review of the Efficacy of Face Masks and Respirators Against Coronavirus and Other Respiratory Transmissible Viruses for the Community, Healthcare Workers and Sick Patients, 108 Int’l J. Nursing Studies 103629 (2020) (suggesting mask use could be beneficial in healthcare and other settings); Timo Mitze, Reinhold Kosfeld, Johannes Rode & Klaus Wärde, Face Masks Considerably Reduce COVID-19 Cases in Germany: A Synthetic Control Method Approach (IZA Inst. Lab. Econ., Discussion Paper No. 13319, 2020), http://ftp.iza.org/dp13319.pdf (finding masks can reduce the daily growth rate of reported infections by around 40%).


leverage calculations. As such, the China Case appears to be more focused on rewriting legal rules on trade to compete with China versus protecting domestic industries or helping Americans who economically suffer from trade.

In 2020 it became clear that the Trump administration did not take public health warnings as seriously as needed when it failed to assess the blowback effects of its tariffs on the global supply chain. Warnings specifically concerned PPE and medical supplies from China because China is the largest producer of PPE. Supply chains provide these products worldwide as opposed to the goods manufactured domestically. Supply chains quickly and economically produce and transport PPE. Overseas producers formulate their manufacturing procedures for international demand. For American purchasers, this results in PPE of high medical quality, with the overseas production having the required American health regulation approvals. However, the supply chain system is not flexible. It is not easy to source alternative suppliers for PPE. It takes years to find new producers or to develop production capacities elsewhere. This is particularly true given China’s large share of global PPE production, low labor costs, and manufacturing capabilities approved by the FDA for the American market.

With these commercial aspects, the USTR failed to recognize the foreseeable negative impacts if PPE demand surged. Industry representatives gave their warnings in 2018 and 2019 during the retaliation and exclusion stages of the China Case. Looking back, Section 301 tariffs could have been imposed on thousands of imports with PPE not included. The public health and emergency significance of PPE, plus tariff charges of up to 25%, should have been weighed against the economic pressure directed at China. Pandemics are not a surprise. Recent presidencies have had to quickly address virus outbreaks, like MERs, H1N1, Ebola, and others. Most likely, Trump administration officials prioritized putting economic pressure on China, or they did not recognize the impact that tariffs would have on American supplies.

Here, the executive branch did not use its discretionary powers to avoid additional tariffs on PPE. It has two ways to avoid these tariffs. The USTR did not eliminate PPE from Section 301 tariffs in 2018 or 2019, nor did the President invoke emergency powers to allow duty-free imports in 2020. As described, the USTR enjoys wide delegations of discretionary influence over the retaliation and exclusion stages. As early as 2018, it
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could have taken PPE off the tariff list for Section 301 retaliation. The USTR and President did not use their legal powers to offset the blowback from imposing executive tariffs on PPE.

Moreover, the administration did not use its emergency power to make imports duty-free. Section 318 of the Tariff Act of 1930 specifically allows the President to eliminate import tariffs for designated goods. In April 2020, President Trump did invoke Section 318 to change custom charges for imports. But, this only allowed importers to postpone (not suspend) tariff payments, and it explicitly excluded Section 301 duties.

The executive similarly did not take the public health impacts of PPE supplies as seriously as needed when it planned Section 301 retaliations and exclusions in 2018 and 2019. Multiple PPE and medical supply producers submitted comments and testified to the need for these goods in a public health emergency or epidemic. Speaking directly to potential inclusion on the tariffs list and then for exclusion requests, they described the experience of PPE demand and price surges during recent H1N1 and Ebola epidemics.

While the USTR is primarily focused on trade enforcement and economic consequences for Americans, the executive branch has multiple agencies and mandates to monitor and prepare for situations like COVID. These agencies contribute to the Section 301 intra-agency consultations. The Trump administration was not prepared for this kind of emergency. These complaints encompass far more than PPE. These mishaps from the White House add to the mentioned delays in responding to COVID warnings from leading aides and cabinet members.

C. Section 301 Can Be Reformed.

PPE and medical supplies will remain of extreme significance, whether this pandemic persists, new ones arise, or trade tensions with China continue. Lawmakers can
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reform Section 301 to avoid crises similar to the PPE crisis experienced in early 2020.\footnote{This essay suggests a specific reform that helps identify the economic burden of tariffs. This is only suggested as a measure specific for PPE and other crucial products. Surely, more checks on the executive branch would result in more transparency and input whenever Section 301 and other executive tariffs are implemented. For discussion on these larger reforms, see Claussen, supra note 163, Meyer & Sitaraman, supra note 163.} The administration, Congress, and courts have the means to help ensure supply shortages are not exacerbated during trade enforcement measures.

The executive has two ways to offset the harms of additional tariffs deployed in a Section 301 case: emergency powers under Section 318 and exclusions from these tariffs.

One way the executive can combat the economic harms is to implement Section 318 emergency powers eliminating the additional tariffs enacted pursuant to Section 301. The President can pursue Section 301 cases and then in conjunction with this it can invoke emergency Section 318 powers when needed. Emergency scenarios can be identified before imports are taxed. Already, the USTR complies with various Notice-and-Comment requirements while preparing the tariff list and during the exclusion process.\footnote{See supra notes 141-143 and accompanying text.} At these stages, the USTR could identify the emergency significance of any goods. Section 318 allows for importing goods duty-free after declaring an emergency. It specifically lists “food, clothing, and medical, surgical, and other supplies.”\footnote{See 19 U.S.C. § 1318(a)} When an emergency like COVID develops, or a natural disaster or war, the President can invoke these Section 318 powers to eliminate tariffs on PPE. These measures are distinct from requests to have particular items not included in list for additional tariffs.

Another way is for the USTR to use its discretion to suspend a good from being included on the tariff list.\footnote{See 19 U.S.C. § 2411(b).} Part II of this Article described these exclusions in the China Case generally and for PPE more specifically. These two options, Section 318 and exclusions, permit the executive branch to retain control of a Section 301 case while offsetting the harms of goods being imported with added taxes.

However, these executive options pose two complications. First, for the USTR to invoke emergency powers or modify the tariff list at its own discretion, it would require an administration politically invested in the trade enforcement action to, on its own accord, decide to pullback or to limit retaliatory tariffs. These levies are part of a larger Section 301 case. It is unlikely the Trump administration would have done this given the importance it placed on the trade war. Second, any of these reliefs, with Section 318 or with exclusion from the Section 301 tariff list, would not help supply shortages until after goods are imported. As such, relief comes later, perhaps too late for emergency help. PPE imports from China, weeks if not months away, exemplify these problems with government action having a delayed impact.

Aside from these examples of executive action, Congress and the courts can help avoid these delays and shortages in the future. Congress can reform parts of Section 301. Since the China Case, members of Congress proposed bills to have the USTR provide more disclosures to Congress about Section 301 actions.\footnote{See American Business Tariff Relief Act of 2019, S. 2362, 116th Cong. (2019); the Import Tax Relief Act of 2019, S. 577, 116th Cong. (2019); H.R. 1452, 116th Cong. (2019); SCHWARZENBERG, CONG. RES. SERV., IF11582, supra note 118, at 2.} With new legislation, Congress can
require the USTR to provide more information on the tariff list and the exclusion process. The China Case has illuminated the lack of clarity involving the procedures for determining what products will be subject to additional tariffs, what will be the tariff rate applied to these products, and when these levies are applied. Similarly, the China Case has shown a lack of clarity in the exclusions process, regarding how the USTR receives these requests and reviews them.\footnote{See Schwarzenberg, Cong. Res. Serv., IF11582, supra note 118, at 2.}

Another legislative option is for Congress to limit certain economic sectors from retaliation measures in Section 301 cases. National security tariffs, also implemented by the USTR, have such a provision limiting retaliation for petroleum in Section 232(f).\footnote{See 19 U.S.C. § 1862.} A similar provision could permit the USTR to make its substantive Section 301 determinations in stage one, as it does now, but in stage two or three any inclusion of medical supplies or PPE would require Congressional approval. The President and the USTR would be free to conduct the investigation, but tariff powers delegated by Congress would be reserved for sensitive economic sectors.

Alternatively, Congress could designate another agency such as the USITC, which is more independent than the USTR,\footnote{See Claussen, supra note 163, at 1128.} to approve the tariff retaliation list generally or to approve the USTR’s inclusion of products with emergency significance. While these reforms to Section 301 would not secure PPE or medical equipment supplies, much less limit health inequities, they would allow Congress members the opportunity to ask about the economic burden of tariffs. If appropriately legislated, Congress could stop or delay additional tariffs for certain goods.

Courts could step in once Section 301 cases are filed to enforce procedural limits on USTR actions. The Court of International Trade’s recent rulings on Section 232 and 201 tariffs point to these potential procedural limitations. Section 232 and 201 have similar delegations, structured as executive tariff actions after an agency conducts an investigation and makes its determination. So far, recent rulings on these statutes found that the USTR is an agency for APA jurisdictional purposes, the USTR and the President must comply with procedures and timeline requirements, and Notice-and-Comment procedures limit how the USTR makes its exclusion determinations.\footnote{See supra notes 141-143 and accompanying text.} While these are not specific to Section 301, they do provide insight into how courts may review the economic harms felt domestically from executive tariffs. They also suggest how courts can begin to look at how the USTR prioritizes its determination in the retaliation and exclusion stages of Section 301.

In sum, Section 301 tariffs are one of many statutory trade enforcement measures delegated to the executive branch. With discretion to implement, administer, and decide when to end these tariffs, Section 301 insulates presidents from significant checks from Congress and the courts. This level of discretion protects executive choices intended to end unfair trade practices hurting American commerce overseas. It similarly allows the executive branch to designate how domestic businesses and consumers feel the burden of additional tariffs. The PPE crisis, experienced in 2020, is one economic example of such a burden. As described below, this has racial consequences by limiting PPE needed for...
communities who are disproportionately exposed to, infected by, and dying because of the coronavirus.

IV. PPE SCARCITY ADDS TO COVID’S RACIAL DISPARITIES.

PPE scarcity exemplifies how trade policies can have negative socioeconomic effects. PPE supply chains function as intended, relying on Chinese production, when goods are imported without added duties. This changed significantly with Section 301 retaliation, the consequential rise in PPE prices, and demand spikes because of COVID. Because of this, a PPE buyer, whether a hospital system or an essential worker, faced uncertainty in finding crucial items. In commercial terms, this decreased the supply of goods needed in a public health emergency. Limited access to PPE prevented important protections that would help stop virus spread, enabling individuals to work and support themselves and their families.

PPE scarcity and its detrimental consequences disproportionately impact minority communities. Public health and worker advocates explain that PPE is essential for minority populations to fight COVID. This Part describes the impact that disruptions in PPE supplies had on minority communities, provides definitions and a framework, describes data regarding populations of color and the pandemic, and suggests how PPE scarcity adds to COVID’s racial disparity. This Part also tries to motivate further inquiry. It prompts questions as to the relationship between PPE costs and availability, and the resulting socioeconomic consequences. The most important consequence of a disruption in PPE supplies is a limited capacity to avoid virus contraction.

The pandemic shines light on “health disparities,” differences closely associated with social, economic, and environmental disadvantages, or some combination of all three. These inequalities impact groups with characteristics linked to discrimination such as race, gender, socioeconomic status, and immigration. This Article uses the terms “racial disparity” or “racial consequences” to show how COVID disproportionately impacts minority populations. Racial disparities and racial consequences are examples of health disparities or health inequities. Racism and discrimination are structural and institutional, with organizations or systems continuing race-based exclusions, without needing any individual actor to discriminate. Specific intent to discriminate is not needed, either when administering health services or when the USTR imposes executive tariffs on PPE. From a similar perspective, Philip Blumenshine provides a framework to
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examine how pandemics impact these communities. The framework identifies three fronts: virus exposure, susceptibility to the virus, and treatment for the virus.\textsuperscript{245} COVID’s racial disparities stand out clearly in the quantitative data on virus deaths and contractions amongst African American, Latino, and other groups.\textsuperscript{246} These figures are continually collected and examined as the pandemic develops with new surges since June 2020.\textsuperscript{247} The New York Times reports African American and Latino persons are three times more likely to be infected and are nearly twice as likely to die compared to white populations.\textsuperscript{248} These conclusions are based on nationwide CDC records from January until the end of May of 2020.\textsuperscript{249} This time period corresponds to the focus of this Article’s analysis of Section 301 tariffs and PPE shortages.

Multiple sources offer similar assessments, looking at different records and more demographic groups. The COVID Racial Data Tracker explains that the virus “affects] Blacks, Indigenous, Latinx, and other people of color the most,” and offers figures updated regularly and organized by deaths or positive cases, demographic group, and state or territory.\textsuperscript{250} The APM Research Lab reports that compared to whites, the age-adjusted mortality rate for African Americans is 3.8 times as high, followed by 3.2 times as high for Indigenous persons, 2.6 for Pacific Islanders, 2.5 for Latinos, and 1.5 for Asians.\textsuperscript{251} Academic research examining COVID medical treatments in the early months of 2020 reaches conclusions consistent with these figures.\textsuperscript{252} These various sources, medical and quantitative, show that populations of color disproportionately experience the contraction of COVID, as well as the illnesses, hospitalizations, and deaths associated with it.\textsuperscript{253} Simultaneous to a PPE crisis, this begins to illustrate the significance of protective equipment. In socioeconomic terms, these studies indicate when PPE was most needed and when market disruptions had their most
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significant negative impact. The likely public health consequences were that a disproportionate amount of minority groups had less protections from the virus. In sum, these studies show COVID’s ultimate disparity and suggest when PPE was most needed.\textsuperscript{254}

A picture can be drawn of how COVID affects populations of color and when PPE could help. Pandemics impact these communities on three fronts: exposure to the virus, susceptibility to the virus, and in treating virus-related illness.\textsuperscript{255} Ruqaijah Yearby and Seema Mohapatra apply this framework to COVID.\textsuperscript{256} Specifically, for coronavirus, exposure relates to employment and housing, susceptibility involves pre-existing health conditions, and treatment refers to limited access to medical care.\textsuperscript{257} Guided by these findings, Yearby and Mohapatra identify COVID’s racial disparities in the CARES Act and employment, housing, and health care laws.\textsuperscript{258} This Article similarly looks at these fronts to identify how PPE shortages arguably add to COVID’s disproportionate impacts.

Minority groups make up a disproportionate number of essential workers.\textsuperscript{259} Populations of color need PPE to avoid virus exposure while working in essential and frontline jobs.\textsuperscript{260} With this equipment, workers can prevent virus contraction and further infection of others. The Center for Economic and Policy Research (CEPR) found that over four-in-ten frontline workers are African American, Hispanic, Asian-American/Pacific Islander or non-white.\textsuperscript{261} CEPR describes a series of demographic findings for workers in frontline industries nationwide.\textsuperscript{262} These industries are grocery, convenience, and drug stores; public transit; trucking, warehouse, and postal service; building cleaning services; health care; and childcare and social services.\textsuperscript{263} Hispanics are especially overrepresented in building cleaning, and African Americans are most overrepresented in childcare and social services.\textsuperscript{264} Workers of color are particularly overrepresented in specific occupations in transit, cleaning, health care, childcare, and social services industries.\textsuperscript{265} Immigrants are overrepresented in cleaning services and various frontline industries.\textsuperscript{266}
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Policy Institute finds similar overrepresentations for people of color in food and agriculture industries and in industrial, commercial, and residential facilities and services.\textsuperscript{267} Specifically, non-white women are overrepresented in frontline industries. The Center for American Progress explains that many of the jobs where women of color most commonly work are in essential industries. For example, women of color often work as nursing assistants, home health aides, and childcare workers.\textsuperscript{268} They also make up major parts of specific occupations such as cashiers, registered nurses, personal care aides, maids, and housekeeping cleaners.\textsuperscript{269} Another study finds that women make up the majority of frontline workers, such as 76.8\% of health care workers, 85.2\% childcare and social services workers, and the majority in 24 other frontline occupations.\textsuperscript{270}

These studies begin to suggest how men and women may contract COVID while working in these jobs where PPE is most needed. The UC Berkeley Labor Center found that in California over 20,000 worker infections could have been avoided with proper PPE.\textsuperscript{271} Recently, medical researchers found that frontline health care workers had at least a threefold increased risk of COVID infection.\textsuperscript{272} This study added that “Black, Asian, and minority ethnic” workers are at “especially high risk” of infection with “at least a fivefold increased risk.”\textsuperscript{273} Specific to equipment shortages, it concluded that both the availability of and the quality of PPE reduce the risk of COVID, and reusing PPE or inadequate PPE might confer “comparably increased risk.”\textsuperscript{274}
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News stories describe workers in grocery stores, meat processing plants, health care, and agriculture catching the virus and dying. Labor and occupational analysis shows that health care workers have the greatest risk of virus exposure, while personal care and home health aides are quite vulnerable since they work with people most susceptible to the coronavirus. State-level analysis of confirmed COVID cases reports this risk for health care and social assistance workers. In some occupations, a large majority of health care workers are exposed to disease or infection at least once per week. For these workers, over 90% are exposed at least once per month. Over half of childcare workers, nannies, and personal care aides are similarly exposed. Labor studies show African American workers are “more likely to be essential and more likely to die.”

Given these working conditions, it is no surprise that healthcare, food, nursing home, and sanitation workers have gone on strike or threatened to do so, calling for more PPE.

Moreover, populations of color are disproportionately susceptible to the virus due to pre-existing medical conditions and comorbidities. Health studies of African American COVID patients report higher diagnoses of diabetes, hypertension, obesity, chronic kidney disease. Infection and disease: A Key Factor Containing Risk of COVID-19. Health studies of African American workers have the greatest risk of virus exposure, while personal care and home heath aides are similarly exposed. Workers, over 90% are exposed at least once per month. Care workers are exposed to disease or infection at least once per week. Health care and social assistance workers. To the coronavirus.

Given these working conditions, it is no surprise that healthcare, food, nursing home, and sanitation workers have gone on strike or threatened to do so, calling for more PPE.

Moreover, populations of color are disproportionately susceptible to the virus due to pre-existing medical conditions and comorbidities. Health studies of African American COVID patients report higher diagnoses of diabetes, hypertension, obesity, chronic kidney disease.
disease, heart disease and cerebrovascular disease. These underlying conditions contribute to minority groups’ higher susceptibility to the virus and higher rates of mortality. Public concern about the virus reflects these consequences. The Pew Research Center reports that one in four African American adults said that they personally know someone who has been hospitalized or died from COVID, roughly double the share reported by Hispanic or white adults. Hispanic adults express greater concern about contracting the virus, as well as about unknowingly spreading it.

Disparity in virus treatment occurs with less access to medical resources needed to prevent, detect, and treat COVID cases. Shortages in PPE needed to stop infections is one of many structural factors making these communities more vulnerable. Put simply, fewer hospitals, limited insurance, and reduced number of health services are all examples of how limited medical resources characterize health inequity. These are products of systemic racism. They suggest why colorblind responses to COVID will not work. These contexts cannot be easily changed or avoided now that a pandemic exists. For example, many people of color could not work from home in March when a national health emergency was declared.

There are many examples of how the health care system provides limited medical attention to these communities. The most direct way this happens is when health care workers ignore or dismiss patients, either because they are from minority groups or because of their social class. Likewise, economic and structural forces exert their influence when hospitals are closed in minority communities. This presents a compound set of problems, with the elimination of care and then overburdening of any remaining medical care. These health disparities reflect long-term discrimination that existed before and will likely
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persist after the current pandemic. Gregorio Millett describes COVID’s racial disparities as reflecting similar patterns with HIV, air pollution, cancer, and low birthrates.

In sum, empirical studies illustrate how COVID disproportionately impacts Black, Indigenous, and People of Color populations. Quantitative data analysis shows that these communities have higher rates of virus contractions and COVID deaths. Medical research confirms these higher rates by examining diagnoses, hospitalization, and mortality trends among people of color. Demographic and labor analysis illustrate that minority groups, immigrants, and non-white women are overrepresented in essential and frontline jobs. This research into the healthcare system helps identify racial disparities in the pandemic.

All of this data suggests that these communities need PPE to avoid COVID and to continue working. It is logical to see PPE shortages or price rises as disproportionately impacting populations of color in terms of virus exposure, disease susceptibility, and COVID treatment. At this time, data needs to be gathered regarding the effect of PPE prices and supplies on equipment used by those with COVID and by essential and frontline workers. However, even without such data, Doctor Camara Phyllis Jones suggests how to examine race and health: investigate the basis of race-associated differences in health outcomes; acknowledge the relationship between race and social class, perpetuated by racism; and identify the present-day impacts of racism. Following this lead, the empirical studies mentioned along with the PPE crisis indicate that PPE shortages exemplify the socioeconomic effects of trade policies and add to racial disparities in public health.

V. CONCLUSION

As the pandemic hit the United States early in 2020, the need for PPE heightened, just as inventories of face masks, gloves, and other items were increasingly scarce. An existing trade war with China, a major supplier of these goods, aggravated this PPE crisis. Since 2018, Section 301 tariffs have taxed PPE imports with additional duties of 7.5% to 25%. These added costs are paid by domestic importers and passed on to American consumers. By 2020, tariffs resulted in increased prices and decreased imports for PPE and medical supplies. The increase in PPE prices, for consumers and health professionals, exemplifies the socioeconomic impacts of trade policies. It also disproportionately impacts populations of color because they make up the majority of essential workers and COVID cases and deaths.
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This Article analyzes America’s response to COVID-19 and the resulting PPE crisis from legal, policy, and race-and-health perspectives. First, trade statutes provide the executive branch expansive authority to increase tariffs. From this authority, the USTR can impose Section 301 tariffs without significant checks from Congress or the courts.306 In the China Case, tariffs were meant to compel changes in China’s IP and cyber theft practices. American PPE inventories during COVID-19 were just one casualty of this trade war. Second, with Section 301 the Trump administration prioritized tariffs over public health readiness. For instance, the USTR did not remove PPE and medical equipment from Section 301 tariff lists in 2018, did not approve various exclusions in 2019, and told Congress that it prefers tariffs for PPE in 2020.307 In this context, tariffs impacted how Americans lived through and worked during a pandemic.

Third, the trade war disproportionately impacts African Americans, Latinos, women, and other groups. Limited PPE fuels virus exposure, with populations of color and non-white women overrepresented in essential and frontline jobs.308 Similar disparities exist with susceptibility to the virus and limited health care resources in these communities. These racial consequences are evidenced by quantitative studies and medical research on COVID infections, hospitalizations and deaths; 309 demographic and occupational analysis of essential workers; 310 and critical health scholarship.311 Taken together, they paint a picture of how racial disparity afflicts the American COVID response. PPE scarcity or spikes in PPE prices logically add to these inequities.

This Article argues for reforms to Section 301 and proposals in Congress to increase PPE inventories and address COVID’s racial disparities.312 Similarly, the administration could permit future PPE and medical imports to enter tariff-free, using its powers in Section 318.313 If implemented, all of these suggestions would help, but not quickly enough if there is a pressing need for PPE. This is worrisome on trade and public health fronts. The trade war with China shows no sign of abating. This keeps tariffs as the administration’s default option. With COVID surges continuing, Americans will need PPE and medical supplies from China. Tariffs will fuel a second PPE crisis. Already, PPE shortages look likely well into 2021.314 Since August 2020, the FDA and General Accounting Office have issued reports on PPE shortages.315 With the latest virus surges in the fall of 2020 and winter of
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2020-2021, new headlines tell the story of continued PPE scarcity.\textsuperscript{316} For the Biden administration, the immediate lessons are: take prior PPE supply warnings seriously in order to limit virus spread and COVID deaths; and certain trade policies, like the China Case, can result in economic burdens for American consumers and fuel racial inequities in health care.
